
Update on Reopening Schools

November 3, 2020 Board Meeting
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Ventilation Assessment
The District has engaged the consulting firm of Forensic Analytical Consulting Services to complete 
a ventilation assessment.  We have been assigned Chief consultant, Michelle Rosales, MPH, CIH 
tasked to:
1. Review the District’s current ventilation approaches to managing risks related to COVID-19 

based on guidelines from established public health entities and advise.
2. Perform walk-through assessments of six campuses considered priority in order to evaluate 

ventilation systems and assist Conejo Valley USD in preparation for re-opening of school 
campuses for in-person instruction.

3. Provide recommendations for ventilation and air filtration improvements as appropriate based on 
interpretation of established guidelines by public health entities, HVAC systems in place on site, 
and feasibility.

4. UPDATE: Report received late Monday, initial review notes recommendations that the District 
currently has in place.  A more detailed review is currently ongoing.  
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Ventilation (M&O / Planning)
• UPDATE: Partial installations for the orders of MERV 13 filters received are underway at:

• Cypress, Glenwood, Ladera, Lang Ranch, University, Weathersfield, and Westlake.
• Installations for these schools and the remaining sites are forthcoming as new orders arrive daily.
• Contingent upon deliveries remaining on schedule, we would expect 100% of our elementary 

schools complete by Nov. 9. 
• Percentage of middle school completion (contingent upon timely receipt of materials.) TBD

• HEPA air scrubbers (102) for interior classrooms & high risk spaces
• Status: Delivered and being deployed

• HEPA air scrubbers (50) for Health Evaluation Rooms
• Status: Delivered and being deployed

• UPDATE: Bi-Polar Ionization (effectively increasing the filter efficiency to MERV 16) 
• Status: ASP scheduled for 11/6, LCMS schedule for 11/6, SEQ scheduled for 11/9 and WHS 

TBD based on prior schedules but should be complete within 2-3 weeks
• District-wide proposal pending BOE approval

• Enhanced fresh air delivery and/if ionizers not in place by opening (examples to follow)
• Days when air quality may be hazardous (ex. fires) 

• Windows and doors must remain open, therefore;
• Classes may have to shift to remote on a temporary basis
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Sample Fresh Air Plan - WHS
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Sample Fresh Air Plan - LCMS
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Classroom Signage
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Enhanced 
protocols for 
HVAC issues and 
response
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Other Supplementary Response Items
• Tents

• 30 tents size 10’ x 12’ scheduled to be 
delivered 11/4, installed over the following 
days

• To be utilized as an alternate waiting area or extra 
outdoor evaluation room.

• UPDATE: Large 20’ x 40’ tents for Middle 
School band and choral classes 

• Planning has confirmed layouts with Principals and 
have submitted orders, ETA 3-4 weeks

• Student partitions
• Three different sizes and 8,800 ordered and in 

manufacture process
• Ordered from an American manufacturer and will 

be shipped as fabrication is complete
• UPDATE: Expected delivery of first batch - 11/6
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Transportation and Child Nutrition

Transportation

• Masks and Distancing will be 
required

• Routes are being planned
• Busing application out to 

parents
• Bus drivers taking student 

temperatures at bus stop
• Bus capacity at 50%

Child Nutrition
• Breakfast and lunch will be available 

for students each school day
• The central kitchen will be working 

two shifts starting 11/9/2020
• Each high school kitchen will prepare 

meals for three (3) elementary school 
sites
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PPE/COVID-19
Inventory 
Status
(as of 11/3/20)
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The FDA on Hand Sanitizer - Update
• There are currently no drugs, including hand sanitizer, approved by FDA to prevent or treat COVID-19. The best way to 

prevent the spread of infections and decrease the risk of getting sick is by washing your hands with plain soap and water, advises 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Washing hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds is 
essential, especially after going to the bathroom; before eating; and after coughing, sneezing, or blowing one’s nose. If soap and 
water are not available, CDC recommends consumers use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% ethanol. 

• While they are not alcohol-based, and thus not recommended by CDC, there are some hand sanitizer products containing 
benzalkonium chloride as an active ingredient that may be legally marketed if they meet the requirements for marketing under 
section 505G of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. However, as noted above, there are no hand sanitizers, including those 
containing benzalkonium chloride, that are legally marketed specifically for the prevention or treatment of COVID-19.
Hand sanitizers using active ingredients other than alcohol (ethanol), isopropyl alcohol, or benzalkonium chloride are not legally 
marketed, and FDA recommends that consumers avoid their use.

• During the coronavirus pandemic, the FDA has found some false or misleading claims on hand sanitizer labels. Before you buy 
hand sanitizer, you should know that no hand sanitizer has been proven to: Prevent the spread of COVID-19, Protect you from 
viruses or bacteria for a certain period of time, such as 24-hours. No consumer hand sanitizer is FDA-approved, so that 
claim on any consumer hand sanitizer is not trustworthy.

• Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, calls to poison centers nationwide have increased because children have accidentally 
swallowed hand sanitizer that may look like candy or a sweet drink. Swallowing hand sanitizer can cause alcohol poisoning, 
serious health problems, and death.

• For safety of students and staff, the District has both alcohol and non-alcohol based hand sanitizer. 
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https://www.fda.gov/drugs/information-drug-class/qa-consumers-hand-sanitizers-and-covid-19
https://www.fda.gov/consumers/consumer-updates/your-hand-sanitizer-fdas-list-products-you-should-not-use
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/


Checklist for Sites
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School Closures 
12. At what point would they have to completely close a school?

Individual school closure is recommended based on the number of cases, the percentage of the teacher/students/staff that are 
positive for COVID-19, and following consultation with the Health Officer. Individual school closure may be appropriate 
when there are multiple cases in multiple cohorts at a school or when at least 5% of the total number of teachers/student/staff 
are cases within a 14-day period, depending on the size and physical layout of the school.

The Local Health Officer may also determine school closure is warranted for other reasons, including results from a public 
health investigation or other local epidemiological data.

13. If a school is closed for in-person learning, when may it reopen?

Schools may typically reopen after 14 days and the following have occurred:

- Cleaning and disinfection

- Public health investigation

- Consultation with the local public health department

14. What are the criteria for closing a school district?

A superintendent should close a school district if 25% or more of schools in a district have closed due to COVID-19 within 14 
days, and in consultation with VCPH. Districts may typically reopen after 14 days.

Source: Ventura County Public Health Q&A 10/15/20 14



Technology
• The District has loaned out over 9,000 devices to students
• Current remaining inventory is approximately 2,200 Chromebooks
• Retaining some inventory for breakage and replacement - the District will be gathering and 

reallocating devices for schools that do not have any on hand
• Other devices on campus such as desktops in computer labs, iPads, and Winbooks are available for 

use with disinfecting prior to shared use
• District Technology Committee convened on October 22 to discuss Chromebooks or alternative 

devices with consensus to stay with Chromebooks for the time being
• Orders placed for Chromebooks have been pushed out to January.  Alternate suppliers have given 

delivery estimates in April 2021 due to low inventory levels and Black Friday sales.  Current order of 
4,300 Chromebooks are expected to arrive in the second week of November, barring changes from the 
vendor

• New devices will be distributed based on student requests first, and then to sites based on further 
discussion on BYOD, 1:1, or other ratio taking overall numbers into consideration
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Instructional Services - Updates
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Instructional Services - Webinars

Sample Webinars

○ Elementary - Ladera

○ Middle School - Los Cerritos

○ High School - TOHS
(begins at 9:50 mark)
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https://youtu.be/bxpt3iqwz3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1KbsobXhM8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Lz-CGmodFU&feature=youtu.be


Instructional Services - Proposed Schedules
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Elementary 
Schedule
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Middle School Schedule - Cohort A
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Middle School Schedule - Cohort B
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Middle School “Wednesday” Schedule
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Instructional Services - Conejo Valley HS

NOTE: The schedule repeats every other week. The alternate week (not shown above) begins with Period 2 on Monday.
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Comprehensive High School Schedules

All comprehensive high school students will continue to 
follow their current schedules through the end of the 

2nd Quarter, January 16, 2021. 

High school schedules for in-person instruction will be 
determined and communicated in advance of the 

January 19th return. 
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Instructional Services - Wednesday Schedule
● Elementary

■ Blended & Remote
■ By cohort
■ Live instruction reduced by 30 minutes for teacher planning time

● Middle School 
■ All Remote
■ Cohorts together (9:00 AM - 11:30 AM)
■ 2 periods 

● High School - Will remain as current
■ All remote
■ Cohorts combined (8:00 AM - 10:30 AM)
■ 2 periods
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Instructional Services - Enrollment Data
Grade Level Blended A Blended B Remote A Remote B Total

TK-5 2,511 2,107 841 779 6,238

6-8 1,462 1,313 518 482 3,775

9-12 2,558 2,363 819 784 6,524

Independent Study (54), Century Academy School (223), 
Conejo Valley High School (101), SHINE (394), Post 

Secondary and Non-Public Schools (17)

789

Total 6,531 5,783 2,178 2,045 17,326

Projected Enrollment 17,913 (587)
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Instructional Services - Professional Learning “Quick Tips”
Blended Teaching Remote Teaching
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Instructional Services - Remote T&L
Input from SDAC Members

What’s Working
Challenges

Collaborative online projects Zoom Fatigue 
Creative ways to teach lessons Reinforcement vs. 
Homework
Variety of online activities/resources Pacing - Zoom vs. 
in person 
Canvas improvements Technology 
barriers
Breakout rooms

Socialization 

Ideas/Suggestions Remote 
Enrollment
Chunking lessons (breaks) Elementary 
- 1,620
Student feedback via surveys (teacher led) Middle School - 1,000
School wide announcements/videos High School - 28



Instructional Services - Masks

CVUSD Communication 11/2/2020: Best Practice: How To Select & Safely Wear A Face Mask
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https://conejousd.org/Portals/0/pdfs/2020/Mask%20Etiquette_v2.pdf?ver=2020-11-02-160056-990


Instructional Services - Site Preparations
TK-8: On-Campus Preparations

● PPE delivery to classrooms - Classroom Safety Supply List

● Adjustments to student schedules

● Checklists: Classroom Checklist, CSA Checklist-Elementary,                     

CSA Checklist-Secondary, Health Evaluation Room Checklist

● Completed walkthrough using Reopen Checklist w/ Instructional Director and 

M&O Staff by 10/30

● Grade-span webinars to staff

● Twice a week communications to staff, families until on-campus return
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O7z-1HWuNNw7414FvEom1IlZzrjSlkgX/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GDFglJlYvS30b4dYOJXzLIbCa6rNINLTFtEpGT9uf-8/edit?ts=5f8f9869
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H9wHKZUOk5l4mXkEI44dTRzgxK0L1Vhd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bm7AUE0mxUyJY3UAz15EILkAOyfYEOhS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11emUR1vbeWxpYAcAXJzSJgXk2RCSvW1B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZDTT-E5tn2nzchL8hEHH2D4lVkgU6Czd/view?usp=sharing


Instructional Services - Site Preparations
Classroom safety supplies provided in each 
classroom

Staff trained in safety protocols

Established & communicated location for 
teachers during classroom cleaning

Campus checklist completed for all 
classrooms

Reopening schools - Parent webinar

Final inspection w/Grade Span Director, 
M&O & Principal

Classroom set-up

Campus signage posted

Arrows for directionality

Markers for students waiting in line

CSA coverage in place and 
meeting/training held

"NEW" CSA Checklist completed
CSA meeting/training date

Contingency room (HVAC or other issue)
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Instructional Services
Combination Classes ~ Pilot

• High School courses: 43 District-wide as of 11/2/20
• Training materials being finalized - delivered through 

Canvas to include multimedia

32

Combination Classes defined as including students that 
are both in the classroom and others that are receiving 
instruction online or live-virtual, simultaneously.



Instructional Services - Combination Classes
List of classes:
Comprehensive High Schools
• NPHS - (20)
• TOHS - (6)
• WHS - (17)

Combo “Pilot” Concept - Cohorted students within the same course 
will receive live instruction either on campus (blended model) or 
live-virtual (remote model). 
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Instructional Services - Combination Classes
A professional learning Canvas course for teachers will 
address:
• What does concurrent instruction look like?
• How do I navigate the technology?
• How do I plan for concurrent teaching?
• What are some instructional best-practices?

Virtual office hours will be held to provide technical and 
instructional support
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Instructional Services - Site Preparations

High School:

Combo Pilot Preparations
● PPE delivery to classrooms - Classroom Safety Supply List
● Notify Students & Families returning for combo classes
● Checklists: Classroom Checklist,  CSA Checklist, Health 

Evaluation Room Checklist
● Walkthrough w/Director, M&O & Principal - week of 11/2
● High School Webinars to Families - 10/28 & 10/29
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O7z-1HWuNNw7414FvEom1IlZzrjSlkgX/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GDFglJlYvS30b4dYOJXzLIbCa6rNINLTFtEpGT9uf-8/edit?ts=5f8f9869
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bm7AUE0mxUyJY3UAz15EILkAOyfYEOhS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11emUR1vbeWxpYAcAXJzSJgXk2RCSvW1B/view?usp=sharing


Instructional Services - Co-Curriculars
High school:

● Co-curriculars - Continue with Phase 2 with on-campus 
participation

■ Athletic (CIF) Schedules 
https://cifss.org/resources/calendar/

■ On campus 3:00-6:30 pm until further notice

● Working to increase other on-campus opportunities (Clubs, 
ASB/G, Visual and Performing Arts)
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Campus Safety Assistants (CSA)
● Elementary sites are increasing daily supervision to an average of 25 hours per day - proposed, with 

outstanding needs averaging 2.5 hrs daily - to be covered by administrators/volunteers and other 
classified support staff 

● Ongoing recruitment efforts will continue to employ approximately seven (7) more CSA staff with 
average daily assignments of 3 hours per day.  

● Recruitment mediums: Governmentjobs, Edjoin, District website; College job boards (Moorpark, 
Ventura, Oxnard, CLU, CSUCI and targeted outreach by site administrators

Custodial 
● Continuous walk-in testing for substitute pools 2-3 times per week scheduled - pending hire of current 

substitutes into regular positions in current and anticipated vacancies through December and actively 
rebuilding the substitute pool to staff with roving positions - 3 candidates in pre-employment process

Health Offices
● Elementary increase of two (2) hours a day for sites with 3.5 hour regular allocation
● Middle to be authorized for one (1) additional hour per day to provide full day coverage

Training   
● Tracking COVID-19 web-based training completion by all employees, regular, substitute and exempt
● Campus Safety Assistant Roles and Responsibilities Checklist

Human Resources Department Updates
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Human Resources Department Updates
Substitute/Limited Term Staffing

● Certificated teachers - Active recruitment 
■ Acorn and Facebook advertisements generating interest
■ 250 substitutes in pool - Currently processing 15 new employees

● Campus Safety, Health Clerks, Clerical, Custodial - Continuous recruitment 
■ Advertise on Governmentjobs.com, EdJoin, District Website

Employee Requests for Remote Work 
● Classified - paraeducators - 22, clerical - 10 
● Certificated - 49 elementary, 115 secondary  
● Remote work request may turn into a Leave of Absence if not accommodated - TBD

District Paid Leaves of Absence 
● COVID-19 related

■ Emergency Paid Sick Leave (EPSL) - 10 days
■ Childcare Extended FMLA - 10 weeks at two thirds pay
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Student Services Department Updates 
• Small groups of students and cohorts on campus for targeted support and intervention:

• October 13, 2020: Welcomed back students who access one of our special education specialized 
programs in 18 of 41 classes

• October 19, 2020: Increased the number of specialized program classes to 21, welcomed our 
Newcomer English Learner students on campus and invited students with unstable housing to access 
targeted supports and interventions

• October 26, 2020: All 41 specialized program classes welcomed small groups on campus; expanded 
support for our English Learner students to also include At-Risk

• November 2, 2020: Invited our Long-term English Learners to access small group targeted support.
• These will remain in place until the grade span returns for on campus and in person instruction

Total # of students invited Total # of students accessing

Specialized programs 318 209

English Learners (Newcomers, At-risk and 
LTEL combined)

500 84 

Students experiencing unstable housing 67 25
39



Student Services Department Updates

• Considerations for grade span return to on campus:
• Special Education Specialized Programs:

• Determine if Blended class size require one or two instructional cohorts each day
• If the Blended class size requires two instructional cohorts, ensure Remote class 

fully accesses instruction
• Elementary Learning Center Special Education Intervention & All Grades Related 

Services:
• Requires intermingling of students from different classes
• During Remote, tried to not interrupt the general education instructional cohort 

time, though this might not be entirely possible going forward
• If Learning Center is before or after the general education instructional cohort time, 

this will require a different drop off/pick up for some students
• Push-in support is also being considered and scheduled
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Student Services Department Updates

• Considerations for grade span return to on campus:
• The continuation of offering targeted supports and interventions to our 

English Learners and students with unstable housing
• Potentially lengthen the instructional day
• Staffing 
• Transportation 

• Mental Health Supports and Services
• Direct services continue to be provided to students who have the service 

identified as part of a Section 504 Plan and/or an IEP
• Wellness Counselors at secondary levels offer individual and groups 

intervention 
• Mental health support line remains in place and available
• Targeted Social Emotional Learning lessons during Elementary Instruction
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Questions?
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